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A local regularity theorem for
mean curvature flow with triple edges

By Felix Schulze at London and Brian White at Stanford

Abstract. Mean curvature flow of clusters of n-dimensional surfaces in RnCk that meet
in triples at equal angles along smooth edges and higher order junctions on lower-dimensional
faces is a natural extension of classical mean curvature flow. We call such a flow a mean cur-
vature flow with triple edges. We show that if a smooth mean curvature flow with triple edges
is weakly close to a static union of three n-dimensional unit density half-planes, then it is
smoothly close. Extending the regularity result to a class of integral Brakke flows, we show
that this implies smooth short-time existence of the flow starting from an initial surface cluster
that has triple edges, but no higher order junctions.

1. Introduction

We consider smooth families M D
S
t2I Mt � ¹tº of n-dimensional surface clusters

in RnCk . Such a cluster has the form

Mt D

N[
iD1

M i
t ;

where each M i
t is the image of a smooth family of embeddings X it W P

i ! RnCk , where
P i � Rn is a bounded, open, convex polytope. We assume that X it extends to a smooth family
of immersions into RnCk of an open neighbourhood U i � Rn of P

i
. We assume further that

the M i
t are disjoint away from their boundaries and that they meet in triples at equal angles

along their .n � 1/-dimensional faces and along each l-dimensional face, for 0 � l � n � 2,
modelled on a stationary polyhedral cone with an l-dimensional translational symmetry. We
call the .n � 1/-faces where three sheets meet edges and lower-dimensional faces where nec-
essarily more than three sheets meet higher order junctions. For a more detailed discussion of
the higher order junctions see Section 2.
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2 Schulze and White, Mean curvature flow with triple edges

We say that M D
S
t2I Mt � ¹tº solves mean curvature flow if, given a parametrisation

Xt D
Sn
iD1X

i
t of the moving cluster, the velocity vector satisfies�

à
àt
X

�?
D EH;

where ? is the projection onto the normal space along each sheet and EH its mean curvature
vector. Along the edges and higher order junctions, we require that this holds for each sheet
separately.

We denote the backwards parabolic cylinder with radius r , centred at a space-time point
X D .x; t/ 2 RnCk �R, by

Cr.X/ D Br.x/ � .t � r
2; t /:

We will write O to denote the origin .0; 0/ in space-time.

Theorem 1.1. Let Mj be a sequence of smooth, n-dimensional mean curvature flows
with triple edges in RnCk that converge as Brakke flows to a static union of three unit density
n-dimensional half-planes in C2.O/. Then the convergence is smooth in C1.O/.

We also consider the class of integral Brakke flows that are Y -regular in the following
sense: if P is a space-time point with Gaussian density one, or with a tangent flow consist-
ing of a static union of three unit density half-planes, then P has a space-time neighbourhood
in which the flow is smooth. The above theorem remains true for Y -regular flows: see Theo-
rem 4.11. We also show that the class of Y -regular flows is closed under weak convergence:
see Corollary 4.12.

Combining this with Ilmanen’s elliptic regularisation scheme, we show:

Theorem 1.2. Let M0 be a smooth, compact n-surface cluster in RnCk without higher
order junctions, i.e. a finite union of compact manifolds-with-boundary that meet each other
at 120 degree angles along their smooth boundaries. Then there exists a T > 0 and a smooth
solution to mean curvature flow with triple junctions .Mt /0<t<T such that Mt !M0 in C 1,
and in C1 away from the triple junctions.

In codimension k D 1, Theorem 1.1 implies that the solution exists until the supremum
of the second fundamental form over the cluster blows up, or until two triple edges collide: see
Corollary 5.5. For surface clusters with higher order junctions (under a topological restriction),
we show that there exists a Y -regular Brakke flow starting from such a cluster, where the
initial cluster is attained in C1 away from the junctions and in C 1 at the triple junctions:
see Theorem 6.2. The existence of a Brakke flow starting from such a cluster in codimension
k D 1 has also recently been established by Kim and Tonegawa [10]. For the flow of networks
in arbitrary codimension, i.e. the case n D 1, the assumption of equal angles initially is not
necessary, as long as they are positive: see Theorem 7.2.

The corresponding fundamental regularity theorem for smooth mean curvature flow was
proven by the second author [22]. Mean curvature flow with triple edges for curves in codi-
mension one is the network flow. A similar regularity theorem for smooth network flow was
shown by Ilmanen and Neves together with the first author, [9, Theorem 1.3]. For Brakke
flows the fundamental regularity theorem is due to Brakke, [2]. More recently, Tonegawa and
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Schulze and White, Mean curvature flow with triple edges 3

Wickramasekera have proven the analogous result for 1-dimensional integral Brakke flows
close to a static union of three half-lines in the plane, [19].

Smooth short time existence for the network flow was first established by Mantegazza,
Novaga and Tortorelli [14] using PDE methods, following Bronsard and Reitich [3]. Short time
existence of mean curvature flow with triple edges, also in the PDE setting, was considered by
Freire [6, 7] in the case of graphical hypersurfaces and by Depner, Garcke and Kohsaka in [4]
for special hypersurface clusters. Both the results of Freire and of Depner, Garcke and Kohsaka
require as well that no higher order junctions are present. Short time existence for the planar
network flow, starting from an initial network with multiple points, where more than three
curves are allowed to meet without a condition on the angles was shown by Ilmanen and Neves
together with the first author, [9].

Outline. In Section 2 we clarify the setup and recall some notation.
Let Y denote a flow consisting of three nonmoving half-planes that meet at equal angles

along their common edge. In Section 3, we show that if a smooth mean curvature flow with
triple edges is bounded in C 2;˛ and is C 2 close to Y in a spacetime domain, then it is C 2;˛

close to Y in a smaller spacetime domain. We do this by writing the solution as a perturba-
tion of an approximating solution of the heat equation. We use standard Schauder estimates
for the heat equation to show first that the perturbation decays in C 2;˛, and use this infor-
mation, together with the 120 degree condition along the triple edge, again using only standard
Schauder estimates for the heat equation, to show that also the approximating solutions of the
heat equation converge in C 2;˛. We use this, together with a blow-up argument (analogous to
the one used in [22]) to prove Theorem 1.1.

In Section 4 we extend Theorem 1.1 to the class of Y -regular Brakke flows. The main
ingredient is showing that a static union of three unit density half-planes is, up to rotations,
weakly isolated in the space of self-similarly shrinking integral Brakke flows.

In Section 5 we prove Theorem 1.2, using flat chains mod 3 in Ilmanen’s elliptic regulari-
sation scheme to get long-time existence, and using the results from Section 4 to get short-time
regularity. The main ingredient is showing that the Brakke flow constructed via elliptic regu-
larisation has only unit density static planes and static unions of three unit density half-spaces
as tangent flows for some initial time interval.

In Section 6 we prove Theorem 6.2 by writing the initial cluster as a flat cycle with
coefficients in the .k � 1/-st homology group of the complement with coefficients in Z2 and
adapting the elliptic regularisation scheme to this setting.

In Section 7 we prove Theorem 7.2, showing that for the network flow in arbitrary codi-
mension the assumption of equal angles at the initial triple junctions is not necessary.

2. Setup and notation

We first discuss the higher order junctions of a cluster

Mt D

N[
iD1

M i
t � RnCk :

Recall from the introduction that we assume that the M i
t are disjoint away from their bound-

aries and that they meet in triples at equal angles along their .n � 1/-dimensional faces and
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4 Schulze and White, Mean curvature flow with triple edges

along each l-dimensional face, for 0 � l � n � 2, modelled on a stationary polyhedral cone
with an l-dimensional translational symmetry. Note first that along each .n � 2/-dimensional
face f , at least six sheetsM ij

t have to meet, and since the sheets are assumed to meet smoothly,
that there exists an n-dimensional polyhedral minimal cone

C D C 0 �Rn�2 � RnCk;

where C 0 is a 2-dimensional stationary polyhedral cone in R3 such that at each point p 2 f the
tangent cone of Mt is given, after a rotation (depending on p), by C . Note that 2-dimensional
stationary polyhedral cones in R3 have been classified by Taylor [17], with the only area min-
imising one (as a flat chain mod 3) being the standard tetrahedral cone. An analogous dis-
cussion applies to all lower-dimensional faces, but the possible stationary polyhedral cones
have not been classified yet. But note that for a given cluster, the cone C modelling the sheets
meeting along an l-dimensional face has to be compatible with the cones C 0 modelling the
.l C 1/-dimensional faces meeting at this l-dimensional face.

For the definition of Brakke flows and an overview of the fundamental properties we
refer the reader to [8]. It is important to note that the boundary condition along the faces of the
moving surface clusters implies that a smooth mean curvature flow with triple edges constitutes
a Brakke flow.

Let Mi be a sequence of Brakke flows in an open subsetU of space-time. We say that Mi

converge weakly to a limiting Brakke flow M in U if

(2.1)
Z 1
�1

Z
RnCk

' d�it dt !

Z 1
�1

Z
RnCk

' d�t dt

for any ' 2 C 1c .U IR/, where ¹�itº and ¹�tº are the families of Radon measures corresponding
to Mi and M, respectively. This is equivalent to �it converging weakly to�t for all but a count-
able set of t . (Of course, by passing to a subsequence, one can assume that the �it converge
weakly for all t , though (2.1) does not imply that the limit equals �t for all t .) The compactness
theorem for integral Brakke flows of Ilmanen, [8, Theorem 8.1], guarantees that any sequence
of integral Brakke flows on an open subset U of space-time, with locally uniformly bounded
mass, has a subsequence converging weakly to a limiting integral Brakke flow.

We denote parabolic rescaling of space-time with a factor � > 0 by D�, that is,

D�.X/ D D�.x; t/ D .�x; �
2t /:

Note that if M is a Brakke flow in U , then D�M is a Brakke flow in D�U .
Let the n-dimensional half-space H � RnCk be given by

H WD ¹x 2 RnCk W xnC1 D xnC2 D � � � D xnCk D 0; x1 � 0º

and let S be the counterclockwise rotation in the x1xnC1-plane by 2�
3

around 0, extended to
be a rotation of RnCk . The union

Y WD

3[
iD1

S i�1H

is a static configuration of three half-planes meeting along the subspace

L D ¹x 2 RnC1 W x1 D xnC1 D xnC2 D � � � D xnCk D 0º:

We see that Y is a static solution to mean curvature flow with triple edges. We denote its
space-time track by Y.
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Schulze and White, Mean curvature flow with triple edges 5

In the following, we will use parabolic Hölder norms and the associated spaces C q;˛. If
clear from the context, we will not explicitly mention that we use parabolic norms. For more
details on parabolic Hölder norms see [22, Section 7].

3. Estimates in the smooth case

Consider a smooth flow M with triple edges in C4.O/.

Definition 3.1. We say that M is "-close in C 2;˛ to Y in C4.O/ if we can decom-
pose Mt in C4.O/ into three sheets

Mt \ B4.0/ D

3[
iD1

M i
t D

3[
iD1

S i�1T it

(where M i
t D S

i�1T it ) such that there exist maps

F i . � ; t / W H \ B4.0/! RnCk;

parametrising T it for �16 < t < 0, with the following properties:

(i) F 1, SF 2, and S2F 3 agree along the common edge:

F 1. � ; t / D SF 2. � ; t / D S2F 3. � ; t / on L \ B4.0/ for t 2 .�16; 0/;

(ii) the restriction of the parametrisation to L \ B3.0/ is perpendicular to L:

�L.F
i .x; t/ � x/ D 0 for all x 2 L \ B3.0/, i D 1; 2; 3 and t 2 .�9; 0/;

where �L is the orthogonal projection onto L,

(iii) kF i � idHkC2;˛..H\B4.0//�.�16;0/ � ".

Similarly, we say that M is "-close in C 2 to Y in C4.O/ provided the above statements hold
with C 2 in place of C 2;˛. In case that we make a statement about C 2 and C 2;˛ at the same
time, then we assume that this is with respect to the same parametrisation F i .

Note that condition (ii) in the definition implies that the triple edge of M is written as
a graph over the triple edge of Y in C3.O/.

Let us assume that we have a flow M that is "-close to Y in C 2 and ı-close in C 2;˛

in C4.O/ for sufficiently small "; ı > 0. We aim to use the given parametrisations F i to con-
struct a new parametrisation in C3.O/. We take X i W .H \ B3.0// � Œ�9; 0/! RnCk to be
the solution to the linear heat equation that has the same initial values and boundary values as
F i restricted to H \ C3.O/:

à
àt
X i D �ıX i ; X i . � ;�9/ D F i . � ;�9/; X i . � ; t /jàB3.0/[.L\B3.0// D F

i . � ; t /;

where �ı is the Laplacian with respect to the Euclidean metric on H . Note that the domain
H \ B3.0/ has corners. Nevertheless, away from the corners of the domain, we can assume
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6 Schulze and White, Mean curvature flow with triple edges

that X i is a C 2;˛-diffeomorphism onto its image, and that X i is C 2-close to the identity map-
ping. We parametrise F i .H \ B3.0/; t/ � T it by

Gi . � ; t / D X i . � ; t /C ui . � ; t / D X i . � ; t /C

kX
lD1

uil. � ; t /enCl ;

where ui W .H \ B3.0// � Œ�9; 0/! ¹0ºn �Rk . Note that since both F it andX it are C 2 close
to idH , the maps ui are uniquely determined by requiring that they map to ¹0ºn �Rk , i.e. we
write T it as a graph in enC1; : : : ; enCk direction over Im.X it /. We can again assume that away
from the corners of the domain, ui is bounded in C 2;˛ and close in C 2 to zero, with boundary
values equal to zero. Similarly, Gi is bounded in C 2;˛ and close in C 2 to idH , away from the
corners of the domain.

Proposition 3.2. Let Mj be a sequence of smooth mean curvature flows with triple
edges in C4.O/ that are ı-close in C 2;˛ to Y, for sufficiently small ı > 0, and that converge
in C 2 to Y. Then they converge on C1.O/ in C 2;˛, i.e. in the above parametrisation

kui;j kC2;˛..H\B1.0//�Œ�1;0// ! 0 and kX i;j � idHkC2;˛..H\B1.0//�Œ�1;0// ! 0

as j !1 for i D 1; 2; 3.

Proof. We consider T i;jt and drop the indices i; j for the moment. We can assume that
the tangent spaces to Tt are uniformly close to Rn � ¹0ºk . Since Tt moves by mean curvature
flow, we have ��

à
àt
Gt

�?
; enCl

�
D h EH; enCli D �xnCl

where l D 1; : : : ; k and � is the Laplace–Beltrami operator on Tt . This is equivalent to�
à
àt
X C
à
àt
u; �?.enCl/

�
D �xnCl ;

where �? is the orthogonal projection to the normal space of Tt . Letting �� be orthogonal
projection onto ¹0ºn �Rk , we can write this as

à
àt
XnCl C

à
àt
ul D �xnCl C

�
à
àt
X C
à
àt
u; .�� � �?/.enCl/

�
DW �xnCl CE1;l :

Let gij be the metric induced by Gt . We have

�xnCl D
1p

det.g/

à
àxi

�p
det.g/gij

à
àxj

.XnCl C ul/

�
D gij

à2

àxiàxj
.XnCl C ul/C

1p
det.g/

à
àxi

�p
det.g/gij

� à
àxj

.XnCl C ul/

D �ı.XnCl C ul/C .g
ij
� ıij /

à2

àxiàxj
.XnCl C ul/

C
1p

det.g/

à
àxi

�p
det.g/gij

� à
àxj

.XnCl C ul/

DW �ı.XnCl C ul/CE2;l ;
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Schulze and White, Mean curvature flow with triple edges 7

where �ı is the standard laplacian on H . This yields

à
àt
XnCl C

à
àt
ul D �

ı.XnCl C ul/CE1;l CE2;l ;

and thus

(3.1)
à
àt
ul ��

ıul D E1;l CE2;l

for l D 1; : : : ; k. Note we can estimate, where Œ � �˛ and k � k0 are the parabolic Hölder half-
norm and the sup-norm on C5=2.O/, that

ŒE1;l �˛ �

�
à
àt
X C
à
àt
u

�
˛

k�� � �?k0 C

 ààt X C ààt u

0

Œ�� � �?�˛

and

ŒE2;l �˛ � Œg
ij
� ıij �˛

 à2àxiàxj .XnCl C ul/

0

C kgij � ıij k0

�
à2

àxiàxj
.XnCl C ul/

�
˛

C

�
1p

det.g/

à
àxi

�p
det.g/gij

��
˛

 ààxj .XnCl C ul/

0

C

 1p
det.g/

à
àxi

�p
det.g/gij

�
0

�
à
àxj

.XnCl C ul/

�
˛

:

Similarly,

kE1;lk0 �

 ààt X C ààt u

0

k�� � �?k0

and

kE2;lk0 � kg
ij
� ıij k0

 à2àxiàxj .XnCl C ul/

0

C

 1p
det.g/

à
àxi

�p
det.g/gij

�
0

 ààxj .XnCl C ul/

0

:

By reintroducing the suppressed indices i; j , this implies that

kE
i;j

1;l
k0;˛; kE

i;j

2;l
k0;˛ ! 0

on C5=2.O/ as j !1, for i D 1; 2; 3 and l D 1; : : : ; k. Since ui;j converges to zero in C 2

on C5=2.O/, this implies by (3.1) and parabolic Schauder estimates for the heat equation that

(3.2) kui;j k2;˛ ! 0

as j !1 on C2.O/.
As above, we denote with X im the m-th coordinate function of X i . By (ii) in Defini-

tion 3.1, we have that
X im.x; t/ D xm

for .x; t/ 2 .L \ B3.0// � Œ�9; 0/ andm D 2; : : : ; n. Standard Schauder estimates then imply
that

X im.x; t/! xm on C2.O/ \H in C 2;˛

for m D 2; : : : ; n.
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8 Schulze and White, Mean curvature flow with triple edges

Since 0 D
P3
iD1 S

i�1.e1/ D
P3
iD1 S

i�1.enC1/, we have

0 D

3X
iD1

hS i�1F i .x; t/; S i�1.e1/i D

3X
iD1

hF i .x; t/; e1i D

3X
iD1

X i1.x; t/

for .x; t/ 2 .L \ B3.0// � Œ�9; 0/. Similarly,

3X
iD1

X inC1.x; t/ D 0

for .x; t/ 2 .L \ B3.0// � Œ�9; 0/. Let us define on C3.O/ \H ,

h D

3X
iD1

X i1 and v D

3X
iD1

X inC1:

Both functions solve the heat equation on the domain C3.O/ \H with zero boundary values
on C3.O/ \ àH . Again standard Schauder estimates for the heat equation imply that h; v are
uniformly bounded in C 3;˛ on C2.O/ \H and also

(3.3) h; v ! 0 on C2.O/ \H in C 2;˛:

For l 2 ¹2; : : : ; kº, i; j 2 ¹1; 2; 3º, i ¤ j , and .x; t/ 2 .L \ B3.0// � Œ�9; 0/ we have

0 D F inCl.x; t/ � F
j

nCl
.x; t/ D X inCl.x; t/ �X

j

nCl
.x; t/

and thus, as above,

(3.4) X inCl �X
j

nCl
! 0 on C2.O/ \H in C 2;˛:

For x 2 H let us write

Gi;j .x; t/ D x C  i;j .x; t/:

Our assumptions then imply that  i;j is bounded in C 2;˛ on C4.O/ \H and converges to
zero in C 2 as j !1. By the previous estimates we can assume that

k i;jm kC2;˛.C2.O/\H/ ! 0 for m D 2; : : : ; n:

We suppress the index j of the sequence for the rest of the argument.
For i D 1; 2; 3, let N i denote the unit conormal to T i along the triple edge. That is, N i

is the unit vector with the following three properties: it is a linear combination of the vectors

àGi

àxm
D em C

à i

àxm
.m D 1; : : : ; n/;

it is perpendicular to
àGi

àxm
.m D 2; : : : ; n/;

and its inner product with e1 is negative. Note that N i D N i . à àx1
; : : : ; à àxn / is a real analytic

function of the à 
i

àxj
.
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Schulze and White, Mean curvature flow with triple edges 9

Expanding N i as a power series, we have

N i
D �e1 �

X
m>n

�
à i

àx1
; em

�
em C

nX
mD2

�
à i

àxm
; e1

�
em CQ

whereQ denotes terms that are of degree� 2. Since the à àxj are bounded in C 1;˛ and tend to 0
in C 1, it follows that Q tends to 0 in C 1;˛. Thus

N i
D �e1 �

X
m>n

�
à i

àx1
; em

�
em C

nX
mD2

�
à i

àxm
; e1

�
em CE;(3.5)

where E denotes a term that tends to 0 in C 1;˛.
Now

P3
iD1 S

i�1N i D 0 since the three sheets meet at equal angles. Also,

3X
iD1

S i�1e1 D 0

and Sej D ej for all j other than 1 and nC 1. Thus applying S i to (3.5) and summing from
i D 1 to 3 gives

(3.6)
3X
iD1

��
enC1;
à i

àx1

�
S i�1enC1C

kX
lD2

�
enCl ;
à i

àx1

�
enCl �

nX
mD2

�
e1;
à i

àxm

�
em

�
D E:

Now take the component of both sides of (3.6) in the e1 direction to get
p
3

2

�à 2nC1
àx1

�
à 3nC1
àx1

�
D E:

More generally, the same argument shows

(3.7)
à inC1
àx1

�
à jnC1
àx1

D E .i; j 2 ¹1; 2; 3º/:

For l � 2, taking the component of both sides of (3.6) in the enCl direction gives

(3.8)
3X
iD1

à i
nCl

àx1
D E .l D 2; : : : ; k/

on C2.O/ \ àH .
Recall that we have

 inC1 D G
i
nC1 D X

i
nC1 C u

i
nC1:

So (3.2) and (3.7) imply
àX inC1
àx1

�
àXjnC1
àx1

D E

for i ¤ j on C2.O/ \ àH . This implies that the functions wij WD X inC1 �X
j
nC1 for i < j

are solutions to the heat equation on C2.O/ \H with Neumann boundary conditions

àwij

àx1
D Eij
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10 Schulze and White, Mean curvature flow with triple edges

on C2.O/ \ àH with kEij kC1;˛ ! 0. But then standard Schauder estimates for the heat equa-
tion on a half-space, see for example [16, Theorem 4], imply that

(3.9) kwij kC2;˛ ! 0 on C3=2.O/ \H .

Now

3X1nC1 D .X
1
nC1 CX

2
nC1 CX

3
nC1/C .X

1
nC1 �X

2
nC1/C .X

1
nC1 �X

3
nC1/

D v C w12 C w13:

Thus by (3.3) and (3.9), X1nC1 tends to 0 in C 2;˛ on C3=2.O/. Similarly, X2nC1 and X3nC1 tend
to 0 in C 2;˛ on C3=2.O/. Note that the maps S i�1.X i1.x; t/; X

i
nC1.x; t// map to the same

point in the x1xnC1-plane for .x; t/ 2 L \ B2.0/ � .�4; 0/. Thus the coordinates X1nC1.x; t/,
X2nC1.x; t/,X

3
nC1.x; t/ determineX11 .x; t/; X

2
1 .x; t/; X

3
1 .x; t/ for .x; t/ 2 L\B2.0/�.�4; 0/

and we obtain
kX i1kC2;˛ ! 0 on C3=2.O/ \ àH

and so
kX i1kC2;˛ ! 0 on C1.O/ \H:

Similarly, from (3.8) we obtain that
3X
iD1

X inCl


C2;˛

! 0 on C1.O/ \H;

which implies together with (3.4) that

kX inClkC2;˛ ! 0 on C1.O/ \H

for i D 1; 2; 3 and l D 2; : : : ; k.

By interpolation, this yields the following corollary.

Corollary 3.3. Let Mj be a sequence of smooth mean curvature flows with triple edges.
Suppose that the Mj are sufficiently close in C 2;˛ to the static solution Y on C4.O/ and that
the Mj converge as Brakke flows to Y. Then the Mj converge in C 2;˛ to Y on C1.O/.

We want to define the C 2;˛-norm of the triple edge, including a control of a neighbour-
hood of the triple edge. We will use the K2;˛-norm, as defined in [22].

Definition 3.4 ( QK2;˛-norm). Let M D
S
Mt � ¹tº be a smooth mean curvature flow

with triple edges in an open subset U of space-time. Let X D .x0; t0/ 2 U be a spacetime
point on a triple edge of M. Suppose first that X D O and C1.O/ � U such that the following
holds:

(i) M \ C1.O/ contains one triple edge, and the K2;˛-norm of the triple edge at O is less
than or equal to one. Note that the triple edge is a smooth submanifold of RnCk and thus
its K2;˛-norm is well-defined.

(ii) Mt \B1.0/ consists of three sheets for all t 2 .0; 1/, diffeomorphic toH \B1.0/, which
meet at the triple edge. Furthermore, assume that

sup
M0\C1.O/

jAj � 1;
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Schulze and White, Mean curvature flow with triple edges 11

where jAj is the norm of the second fundamental form on the sheets. We then say

QK2;˛.M; X/ D QK2;˛.M
0; O/ � 1:

Otherwise QK2;˛.M; X/ > 1.
More generally, we let

QK2;˛.M; O/ D inf¹� > 0 W QK2;˛.D�M; O/ � 1º:

Note that this includes the possibility for any � < QK2;˛.M; X/ another triple edge appears
in D�.M/ \ C1.O/ and neither the K2;˛-norm of the triple edge or the supremum of jAj
approach 1 as �& QK2;˛.M; X/. Finally, if X is any point on a triple edge of M , we let

QK2;˛.M; X/ D QK2;˛.M �X;O/:

We have a similar Arzela–Ascoli Theorem as in [22, Theorem 2.6] and QK2;˛.M; � / scales like
the reciprocal of distance. Furthermore, we define a norm on an open subset U of space-time
by defining

QK2;˛IU .M/ D sup
X2M\U

d.X;U / � QK2;˛.M; X/;

where d.X;U / is the parabolic distance of X to the parabolic boundary of U .

Remark 3.5. Assume that M is a smooth mean curvature flow in C1.O/ with one triple
edge, passing through O , which separates M into three evolving sheets. Assume further that
the QK2;˛-norm of each point on the triple edge in C1�ı.O/ is bounded by ı > 0. Furthermore,
assume that the second fundamental form of each sheet is bounded by ı as well. For ı suffi-
ciently small, Schauder estimates imply that the parabolic C 2;˛-norm of each sheet, written as
a graph over a suitable domain in Rn, is bounded by a constant ı0 on C3=4.O/, where ı0 ! 0

as ı ! 0. Thus one can construct a parametrisation of the three sheets as in Definition 3.1 such
that M is ı00-close to Y in C1=2.O/. Again we can assume that ı00 ! 0 as ı ! 0.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. Recall that we have a sequence Mj of smooth mean curvature
flows with triple edges in C2.O/, converging as Brakke flows to the static solution Y.

We first note that by the local regularity theorem in [22] we have smooth convergence
away from the triple edge of Y. Furthermore, by the upper semicontinuity of the Gaussian
density, we can assume that there are no higher order junctions present in C3=2.0/.1) By an easy
topological argument the flows Mj have to have triple junctions present in C3=2.0/: consider
the function

h W RnCk ! Rn�1; .x1; : : : ; xnCk/ 7! .x2; : : : ; xn/ :

By Sard’s theorem and since the flows converge smoothly to Y away from the triple edge of Y,
the preimage of every regular value of h in the domain M j

t \ B3=2.0/ is a smooth embedded
curve in a .k C 1/-dimensional subspace N D ¹.x2; : : : ; xn/ D constº, which in the annulus
BN
3=2
.0/ n BN" .0/ is close to three half-rays meeting at the origin under 120 degrees. But this

already implies that there has to be a triple junction present in B".0/.

1) It is easy to see that there is an " > 0 such that any non-planar, non-Y -polyhedral minimal cone has
density greater than 3

2 C ".
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12 Schulze and White, Mean curvature flow with triple edges

Claim. There exist C > 0 and N 2 N such that

QK2;˛IC1.O/.M
j / � C

for j > N .

We closely follow the proof of [22, Theorem 3.2]. Let us assume that no such C exists.
Fix a ı > 0 to be chosen later. As in [22, Proposition 2.8] we see that for �& 0 and for each j ,

QK2;˛IC1��..0;��//.M
j /! QK2;˛IC1.O/.M

j /;

since C1��..0;��// is compactly contained in C1.O/. Thus for a subsequence, relabelled the
same, we can pick �j & 0 such that

QK2;˛IUj .M
j / D sj <1; sj !1;

where Uj D C1��j ..0;��j //. Choose Xj on a triple edge of Mj \ Uj such that

(3.10) d.Xj ; Uj / QK2;˛.M
j ; Xj / >

1

2
sj :

By translating, we may assume that Xj D O . By dilating, we may assume that

QK2;˛.M
j ; O/ D ı:

By (3.10), this implies

(3.11) d.O;Uj /!1:

Now let X be on a triple edge of Mj \ Uj . Then

d.X;Uj / QK2;˛.M
j ; X/ � sj � 2d.O;Uj / QK2;˛.Mj ; O/ D 2ıd.O;Uj /:

Thus

QK2;˛.M
j ; X/ � 2ı

d.O;Uj /

d.X;Uj /
� 2ı

d.O;Uj /

d.O;Uj / � kXk
D 2ı

�
1 �

kXk

d.0; Uj /

��1
provided the right hand side is positive. By (3.11), this implies that QK2;˛.Mj ; � / is uniformly
bounded by 4ı on compact subsets of space-time for j large enough on the triple edges of Mj .

Since the initial flows converge weakly to Y, the flows Mj have Gaussian density ra-
tios bounded by 3

2
C "j , where "j ! 0, on increasingly large subsets of space-time. Thus we

can extract a subsequence converging to a limit integral Brakke flow M1, and on C1.O/
the convergence is in C 2 with one triple edge. Note that this flow has Gaussian density ratios
bounded by 3

2
at all scales. But since M1 has a smooth triple edge atO , it has to be backwards

self-similar, and thus (by rotating) we may assume that it coincides with Y.
Again, the convergence is smooth away from the triple edge of Y, and

QK2;˛.M
j ; � / � 4ı

along the triple edge of Mj (on compact regions of spacetime, for large j ). By choosing ı
sufficiently small, we can apply Remark 3.5 and Corollary 3.3 to get

QK2;˛.M
j ; O/! 0;

and we arrive at a contradiction, which proves the claim.
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Schulze and White, Mean curvature flow with triple edges 13

The above claim and the topological argument imply that the flows Mj \ C3=2.0/ have
exactly one triple edge, and that the edge is C 2-close to the triple edge of Y. Since QK2;˛.Mj ; � /

is uniformly bounded along the triple edge, and away from the triple edge the convergence is
smooth, we can again use Remark 3.5 and Corollary 3.3 to deduce that Mj converges in C 2;˛

to Y on C1.O/.
To see smooth convergence, one can replace the C 2;˛-norm by any C k;˛-norm for k � 3

in the statement and proof of Proposition 3.2 and the proof of Theorem 1.1 to get analogous
statements for all k � 3.

4. Extension to Y -regular Brakke flows

We consider integral n-Brakke flows in RnCk with the property that every point of Gauss-
ian density one is fully regular, i.e. it has a space-time neighbourhood in which the flow is
smooth. In particular, we assume that regular points cannot suddenly vanish. We call such
flows unit regular. We begin by showing that the class of unit-regular flows is closed under
weak convergence of Brakke flows:

Lemma 4.1. Suppose that Mi is a sequence of integral Brakke flows on the time interval
�1 � t � 0 such that D�Mi DMi for all � > 0. Suppose the Gaussian density of Mi at O
tends to 1. Then (for all sufficiently large i ) Mi is a non-moving plane.

Proof. By the Allard regularity theorem, there is an " > 0 (depending on dimension)
such that the density of a stationary integral varifold at a singular point must be � 1C ". In the
lemma, we can assume that the Gaussian density ‚.Mi ; O/ < 1C " for all i . In the flow Mi ,
the surface at time�1 is a stationary integral varifold with respect to a certain Riemannian met-
ric, and the density is everywhere � ‚.Mi ; O/ < 1C "i . Hence the flows Mi are everywhere
smooth for times < 0. The local regularity theory of [22] then gives uniform curvatures esti-
mates in ¹.t; x/ W �1 < t < 0; jxj < 1º and therefore in ¹.t; x/ W �1 < t � 0; jxj � 1º. Since
Mi is self-similar and smooth at O , it must in fact be planar. Since Mi is an integral Brakke
flow with Gaussian density < 2, in fact the Gaussian density must be 1.

Theorem 4.2. Suppose that Mi are unit-regular flows that converge weakly to a flow M.
Suppose that X is a point of M at which the Gaussian density is 1. Then the Mi converge
smoothly to M in a space-time neighbourhood of X (and therefore M is also unit regular).

Proof. It suffices to show that if Xi 2Mi converges to O , then Xi is regular for all
sufficiently large i . For in that case, there is a space-time neighbourhood U of O such that
Mi \ U is smooth for all sufficiently large i . By choosing U small (and by monotonicity), we
can assume that the Gaussian density ratios of Mi\U are� 1C" (for any specified " > 0). The
local regularity theory in [22] then gives uniform C k;˛ estimates on the Mi \U (for every k).

Thus suppose thatXi 2Mi converges toX and that‚.M; X/D 1. Let‚i D‚.Mi;Xi /.
By upper semicontinuity of the Gaussian density (which follows from Huisken’s monotonic-
ity), ‚i ! 1. Let T i be a tangent flow to Mi at Xi . Then ‚.T i ; O/ D ‚i ! 1, so (by
Lemma 4.1), ‚i D ‚.T i ; O/ D 1 for all sufficiently large i . Since Mi is unit regular, this
implies that Mi is regular at Xi .
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14 Schulze and White, Mean curvature flow with triple edges

We say that a triple junction point of a flow is a space-time point at which at least one
tangent flow is a stationary union of three n-dimensional half-planes. For the next few para-
graphs (until Theorem 4.11), singular points refer to those points at which the Gaussian density
is > 1. In particular, we will regard triple junction points, even well-behaved ones, as singular
points.

Recall that the entropy of a flow M is the supremum of the Gaussian density ratios at all
points and scales. Fix a number � that is > 3

2
and that is < the Gaussian density of a shrinking

circle. Note that the density of a shrinking circle is less than two. Let C be the class of unit
regular n-dimensional Brakke flows in RnCk with �1 < t � 0 and with entropy � �. This
assumption restricts the type of possible tangent flows and thus implies estimates on the size of
the singular set for each flow in C , see the proof of the following proposition.

Let M be a flow in C . We say that a smooth submanifold D of RnCk intersects M.t/

transversely providedD is disjoint from the singular set of M.t/ and providedD intersects the
regular set transversely.

Proposition 4.3. Suppose that M 2 C has no triple junction points at a certain time t .
If D is a flat .k C 1/-dimensional disk such that àD intersects M.t/ transversely, then it does
so in an even number of points.

Proof. By [21, Stratification Theorem 9], the set of singular points at time t (i.e. the set
of points at time t at which the Gaussian density is> 1) has Hausdorff dimension at most n � 2.
This follows since by assumption M has no triple junction points at t and the assumption on
the entropy rules out tangent flows which have the form Rn�1 � S , where S is a 1-dimensional
self-similar shrinker, compare with [21, Table 2 on p. 27].

Let D? be the .n � 1/-dimensional linear subspace of RnCk perpendicular to D. Let Q
be the projection of the singular set of M.t/ onto D?. Then Q has Hausdorff dimension at
most n � 2, so almost every v 2 D? lies in Qc . That is, for almost every v 2 D?, the disk
D C v is disjoint from the singular set of M.t/. It follows that for almost every v 2 D?, the
diskDCv intersects M.t/ transversely. For such a v, by elementary topology, .DCv/\M.t/

is a finite disjoint union of compact curves, and hence à.D C v/ \M.t/, the set of endpoints
of those curves, has an even number of points. Note that for small v, à.D C v/ \M.t/ and
àD \M.t/ have the same number of points.

Remark 4.4. Proposition 4.3 remains true (with essentially the same proof) if M.t/ is
allowed to contain triple junction points, provided there is some open set containingD in which
M.t/ has no triple points. (This is because, in the proof, we only need D C v to be disjoint
from the singular set when v is small.)

Proposition 4.5. Suppose that M 2 C . Then the set of times at which the flow has
a triple junction point is an open set. Furthermore, if X D .x; t/ is a triple junction point of M

and if Mi is a sequence of flows in C converging to M, then (for sufficiently large i ) Mi .t/

has a triple junction point xi where xi ! x.

Proof. Let .x; t/ be a triple junction point of M. Note that there exists a small flat
.k C 1/-dimensional disk D centred at x such that

(4.1) àD intersects M.t/ transversely in exactly three points:
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Schulze and White, Mean curvature flow with triple edges 15

It follows thatD intersects M.�/ transversely in exactly three points for all � sufficiently close
to t . By Proposition 4.3, there are triple junction points at every such time � . This proves
openness.

Similarly, if Mi converges to M, then for all sufficiently large i , àD intersects Mi .t/

transversely in exactly three points (by (4.1) and by smooth convergence, see Theorem 4.2).
Hence (for such i ) Mi contains a triple point .xi ; t /. By Remark 4.4, there must be a sequence
of such triple points xi whose distance to D tends to 0. Since D can be arbitrarily small, the
standard diagonal argument gives a sequence xi converging to x.

Lemma 4.6 (First isolation lemma). Suppose that Mi is a sequence of flows in C , each
with entropy � 3

2
, that converges to a static Y flow M. Then for all sufficiently large i , Mi is

a static Y flow.

Proof. By Proposition 4.5, there are triple junction points .xi ; 0/ in Mi converging toO .
The result follows immediately by the equality case of monotonicity.

Corollary 4.7. Let Q be the set of M 2 C such that M has entropy � 3
2

and such that
O is a singular point of M. LetQY be the subset ofQ consisting of non-moving configurations
of three half-planes. Then QY is an open and closed subset of Q.

Proof. It is clearly compact, hence closed. Openness follows from Lemma 4.6.

Theorem 4.8. Let Mi be a sequence of dilation-invariant flows in C that converge to
a static Y-flow. Then for all sufficiently large i , the only singularities of Mi with t < 0 are
triple-junction singularities.

Proof. Let Xi D .xi ; ti / be a singularity of Mi at some time ti < 0. By scaling, we can
assume that Xi ! O . Let Fi be the closure of the set ¹D�.M

i �Xi /
� W � > 0º, where � is

the restriction to past space-time RnCk � .�1; 0/. Note that if we fixed � D 1, the limit is
the flow M. Let F be the set of all subsequential limits (as i !1) of flows in Fi . Then F is
a connected set of flows in C such that

(i) each flow in F has entropy � 3
2

,

(ii) each flow has a singularity at O ,

(iii) F contains the flow Y.

By Corollary 4.7, F consists only of static Y configurations. Note that Fi contains all the tan-
gent flows to Mi atXi . Each such tangent flow is a tangent cone to Mi .ti / at xi times .�1; 0�.

We have shown: if xi is a singular point of Mi .�1/ and if Ci is a tangent cone to Mi .�1/

at xi , then Ci converges subsequentially to a Y -cone.
By [15, Corollary 2], see also [15, remark after Theorem 7.3], Ci consists locally of three

C 1;˛-sheets meeting along a C 1;˛-edge. Note that the corollary discusses only tangent cones,
but the proof shows that the result is also true for a stationary varifold M 2M sufficiently
weakly close to a Y -cone. Thus Ci is a Y -cone for all sufficiently large i .

Combining [15, Corollary 2] as above with [11] (see also [12] and for the higher codi-
mension case [13]) this implies the following corollary.
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16 Schulze and White, Mean curvature flow with triple edges

Corollary 4.9. For large i , Mi .�1/ consists locally of smooth n-manifolds that meet
in threes at equal angles along smooth .n � 1/-manifolds.

In the following lemma we do not require the flows Mi to be in the class C or unit
regular.

Lemma 4.10 (Second isolation lemma). Let Mi be a sequence of dilation invariant
flows that converge to a flow M that is a non-moving union of three half-planes. Then for all
large enough i , Mi is a non-moving union of three half-planes.

Proof. The monotonicity formula implies that for large enough i the flows have entropy
less than �. Since they are dilation invariant, Allard’s regularity theorem implies that they are
unit regular and thus belong to C . By Theorem 4.8 and Corollary 4.9, we can apply Theo-
rem 1.1 to see that for large enough i the flows have uniform smooth estimates up to time
zero. But this implies that they are flat, smooth cones and equal to a non-moving union of three
half-planes.

We consider the class of Y -regular flows, i.e. unit-regular flows with the additional prop-
erty that at a triple junction point the flow has a space-time neighbourhood in which it is smooth.
From now on we will consider such a point as a regular point.

Theorem 4.11. Let Mi be a sequence of Y -regular flows that converge to Y in C2.O/.
Then for large enough i the flows Mi are smooth in C1.O/.

Proof. We denote by d the weak distance on Brakke flows induced by the weak con-
vergence of Brakke flows. Let QY be the space of all non-moving unions of three half-planes
in RnCk;�1 < t < 0 that are dilation invariant with respect to the origin in space-time. By
Corollary 4.10, there exists "0 > 0 such that

d.M0;QY / � "0

for any dilation invariant flow M0 in RnCk;�1 < t < 0; M0 62 QY .
Let " D "0

2
. Assume that Mi is a sequence of Y -regular flows that converges to Y and

that there are singular points Xi D .xi ; ti / in Mi \ C1.O/. By the monotonicity formula, we
can choose �i !1 such that the flows

QMi
WD D�i .M

i
�Xi /

satisfy
d. QMi ;QY / D "

and
d.D�

QMi ;QY / < "

for any 0 < �i < � < 1 and �i ! 0. Note that the Gaussian density ratios of QMi up to
a radius Ri , on CRi .O/, where Ri !1, are bounded above by 3

2
C ıi with ıi ! 0. Let

NM be a subsequential limit of QMi . Note that

(4.2) d. NM;QY / D "
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Schulze and White, Mean curvature flow with triple edges 17

and
d.D� NM;QY / � "

for any 0 < � < 1. Furthermore, the entropy of NM is bounded from above by 3
2

.
Note first that this implies that any tangent flow at �1 of NM is in QY . Thus we see as

in Proposition 4.5 that the flow NM has a triple junction point Z, which implies that NM �Z is
backwards self-similar and thus NM �Z 2 QY . Since the points Xi are singular, the origin has
to lie on the edge of NM and thus NM is dilation invariant with respect to O as well. This yields
a contradiction to (4.2).

Corollary 4.12. The class of Y -regular flows is closed under weak convergence.

5. Short-time existence

We aim to show smooth short-time existence under mean curvature flow for initial
smooth, compact surface clusters with smooth triple edges, but no higher order junctions. We
employ Ilmanen’s elliptic regularisation scheme [8] to construct a Brakke flow starting at the
initial smooth surface cluster and use our previous estimates to show that the flow remains
smooth for short time. We recall the construction of Ilmanen, adapted to our setting, and its
properties needed in the sequel.

Theorem 5.1 ([8, Section 8.1]). Let T0 be local integral n-current in RnCk with
àT0 D 0 and finite mass MŒT0� <1. Then there exists a local integral .nC 1/-current T
in RnCk � Œ0;1/ and a family ¹�tºt�0 of Radon measures on RnCk such that

(i) (a) àT D T0,
(b) MŒTB �, where TB D T .RnCk �B/, B � R, is absolutely continuous with respect

to L1.B/.

(ii) (a) �0 D �T0 ;MŒ�t � �MŒ�0� for t > 0,
(b) ¹�tºt�0 is an integral n-Brakke flow.

(iii) �t � �Tt for each t � 0, where Tt is the slice à.T .RnCk � Œt;1//.

We outline the main steps of the proof. Ilmanen constructs local integral .nC 1/-currents
P " in RnCk �R that minimise the elliptic translator functional

I "ŒQ� D
1

"

Z
e�z=" d�Q.x; z/;

where z is the coordinate in the additional R-direction, subject to the boundary condition

àQ D T0;

and RnCk is identified with the height zero slice in RnCk �R. Note that I " is the area
functional for the metric Ng D e�2z=..kC1/"/.g ˚ dz2/, where g ˚ dz2 is the product metric
on RnCk �R.

The associated Euler–Lagrange equation implies that the family of Radon measures
�"t D �P "t corresponding to

P ".t/ D .��t="/#.P
"/ for 0 � t <1,
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18 Schulze and White, Mean curvature flow with triple edges

where ��t=".x; z/ D .x; z � t
"
/, is a downward translating integral .nC 1/-Brakke flow on the

relatively open subsetW " WD ¹.x; z; t/ W z > � t
"
; t � 0º of space-time .RnCk �R/ � Œ0;1/.

Ilmanen’s compactness theorem for Brakke flows implies that there is a sequence "i ! 0

such that ¹�"it ºt�0 converges to a Brakke flow ¹ N�tºt�0 on space-time. Furthermore, Ilmanen
shows that N�0 D �T0�R and N�t is invariant in the z-direction, which yields the desired solution
¹�tºt�0 via slicing.

The integral current T is constructed via considering a subsequential limit of

T "i WD .�"i /#.P
"i /;

where �"i .x; z/ D .x; "iz/, which can be seen as an approximation to the space-time track of
¹�tºt�0 where now the z-direction is considered as the time direction. Point (iii) above verifies
this interpretation.

We now consider M0, a smooth, compact n-surface cluster in RnCk , i.e. a finite union
of compact manifolds-with-boundary that meet each other at 120 degree angles along their
smooth boundaries and no higher order junctions. We say that M0 is orientable if there exists
an assignment of orientations to the regular (non-triple junction) parts ofM0 in such a way that
along each edge, the three sheets that meet all induce the same orientation on the edge.

We will assume for the moment that M0 is orientable (we will see later that this is in fact
not necessary). This orientation determines a flat chain mod 3 whose support is M : given the
orientation, we give each piece multiplicity 1 to get the flat chain. We again denote this flat
chain with T0. Note that àT0 D 0. Ilmanen’s construction works now analogously by replac-
ing local integral currents by flat chains mod 3, to obtain a flat 3-chain T and a Brakke flow
¹�tºt�0 with the properties as in Theorem 5.1. The existence of the minimisers P " follows
from a fundamental compactness theorem for flat chains with coefficients in a group G. For
a brief introduction to flat chains with coefficients in a group G, together with the correspond-
ing references, see [20, Section 3].

Lemma 5.2. The approximating flows ¹�"t ºt�0 are Y -regular for t > 0. Thus the flow
M D ¹�tºt�0 is Y -regular for t > 0.

Proof. Since the approximating flows are translating solutions, it suffices to show that
the flat 3-chains P" satisfy:

(i) �P" is smooth in a neighbourhood of each point with density one.

(ii) �P" is smooth in a neighbourhood of each point where a tangent cone is a static union of
three unit density half-planes.

Recall that the P" are area minimising in the metric

Ng D e�2z=..kC1/"/.g ˚ dz2/

on RnCk � Œ0;1/. Since flat 3-chains are equipped with the size norm, statement (i) follows
from Allard’s regularity theorem. Statement (ii) follows again from [15, Corollary 2] com-
bined with [11] (see also [12] and for the higher codimension case [13]). Direct regularity of
minimising flat chains mod 3 in R3 was shown in [17].

Corollary 4.12 implies that the flow ¹ N�tºt�0 is Y -regular for t > 0. Since M D ¹�tºt�0
is obtained from ¹ N�tºt�0 by slicing, M is also Y -regular for t > 0.
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Schulze and White, Mean curvature flow with triple edges 19

Proposition 5.3. Let M be a Y -regular flow in 0 < t <1 such that M.t/ converges
(as Radon measures) as t ! 0 to M0, a regular cluster. Then M is smooth on some interval
0 < t < T . Furthermore, the norm of the second fundamental form at .x; t/ is o.t�1=2/.

Proof. Let K.M; X/ denote the largest principal curvature of M at X if M is a unit-
density point or a triple junction point of M. Otherwise, let K.M; X/ D1.

Suppose that the lemma is false. Then there is a sequenceXi D .xi ; ti / in M with ti ! 0

such that K.M; Xi /jti j
1=2 ! k 2 .0;1�. By hypothesis, we can extend the flow M to t D 0

by letting M.0/ be the Radon measure associated to M0. Translate the flow M by �Xi and
dilate parabolically by 1=

p
ti to get a flow Mi defined on the time interval �1 � t <1. Note

that

(5.1) K.Mi ; O/! k:

By passing to a subsequence, we can assume that Mi converges to a flow M0 that is Y -regular
for t > �1.

Note that M0.�1/ is either a multiplicity 1 affine plane, or the union of three multiplicity 1
affine half-planes meeting at 120 degree angles.

If M0.�1/ is a multiplicity 1 plane, then, by monotonicity, M0.t/ is equal to that plane
for all t > 0. But that implies that the Xi are regular points of Mi , a contradiction.

Thus M0.�1/ is a union of three multiplicity 1 affine half-planes meeting at equal angles.
We claim that M0.t/ DM0.�1/ for all t � �1. For if not, let T be the infimum of times t
for M0.t/ ¤M0.�1/. Then M0.T / DM0.�1/. (This could fail if sudden vanishing occurred.
However, M0 is Y -regular, and therefore there is no sudden vanishing.)

From the discussion above we see that around any point .y; T / in M0.T /, which is not
a triple junction point, there is a space-time neighbourhood in which M0 is smooth. Thus there
is t > T and a .k C 1/-dimensional disk D such that àD intersects M0.t/ transversely in
exactly three points. Since the entropy of M0 is bounded above � we can argue as in Proposi-
tion 4.5 to see that M0 has a triple point X 0 D .x0; t 0/ at some time t 0 > T . By monotonicity,
M0 \ ¹�1 � t < t 0º is self-similar aboutX 0. It follows that M0.t/ DM0.�1/ for �1 < t < t 0,
contradicting the choice of T .

We have shown that M0 is a union of three half-planes for all t � �1. By Theorem 4.11,
the convergence Mi !M0 is smooth for times t > �1, which implies that K.Mi ; O/! 0,
contradicting (5.1).

Remark 5.4. In exactly the same way, one can show that QK2;˛.M; .x; t// is o.jt j�1=2/,
and likewise for the higher Hölder norms.

Proof of Theorem 1.2. In the case that M0 is orientable, this follows from Proposi-
tion 5.3, since the constructed flow M is Y -regular for t > 0.

Now assume that M0 is not orientable. Note that each point p 2M0 has a connected
neighbourhood that is orientable, and there are exactly two orientations. We call a choice of
one of those two orientations an orientation at p. Let QM0.p/ be the set of the two orientations
at p, and let QM0 D

S
p2M0

QM0.p/.
Note that QM0 is naturally a manifold where separate sheets are meeting smoothly along

triple junctions. Note also that QM0 is orientable and comes with an orientation. Let U be an
"-neighbourhood of M0 in RnCk that is homotopy equivalent to M0. Then there is a double
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20 Schulze and White, Mean curvature flow with triple edges

cover … W QU ! U of U corresponding to the double cover QM0 of M0. We can think of QM0

embedded in QU .
Let QT0 be the mod-3 cycle given QM0 with its orientation and let � W QU ! QU be the invo-

lution that switches the two sheets of QU , i.e. �.p/ is the unique q ¤ p such that….q/ D ….p/.
Note that � W QM0 ! QM0 is orientation-reversing, so that �# QT0 D � QT0.

Ilmanen’s construction in space-time QU �R, with the restriction that one works only with
flat chains mod 3 satisfying �# QT D � QT , yields a Brakke flow in QU which (as varifolds) is invar-
iant under � and thus descends to a Brakke flow with initial surface M0. From Proposition 5.3
it follows again that this Brakke flow is smooth for short time.

The convergence of M.t/!M0 as t ! 0 in C 1 follows from the proof of Proposi-
tion 5.3. The smooth convergence away from the edges ofM0 follows from Corollary A.3.

Note that a bound on the supremum of the second fundamental form along the surfaces
in the cluster implies a bound on the curvature of the triple edges, since the sheets meet under
a 120 degree condition. Assume that the second fundamental of a mean curvature flow with
triple edge .Mt /0�t<T is uniformly bounded and no higher junctions are present. We say that
at T (at least) two triple junctions collide if there does not exist a ı > 0 such that for any t < T ,
t sufficiently close to T , and p on a triple edge of Mt , Bı.p/ \Mt consists of three sheets
meeting along a triple edge.

Corollary 5.5. Assume that codimension k D 1. LetM0 be as before and let .Mt /0�t<T
be the maximal smooth evolution of M0 as constructed above. Assume that T <1. Then at T
either limt!T supMt

jAj D 1 or limt!T supMt
jAj <1 and two triple junctions collide.

Proof. Assume that limt!T supMt
jAj <1 and no triple junctions collide as t ! T .

We want to argue that all tangent flows of the constructed Brakke flow M D ¹�tºt�0 at T are
either static unit density planes or static unions of three unit density half-planes.

Note that the strong maximum principle implies that Mt is embedded for 0 < t < T .
Since the second fundamental form is uniformly bounded, and no triple junctions can collide,
we see that all tangent flows at T are either static planes or static unions of three half-planes for
t < 0 (i.e. they are quasi-static). The strong maximum principle again implies that the tangent
flows are unit density. Furthermore, by Ilmanen’s construction there is no sudden vanishing
and thus all tangent flows at T are either static unit density planes or static unions of three unit
density half-planes for all t . Since M is Y -regular, this implies that T was not maximal.

6. Short-time existence for general initial clusters

In this section we show that it is possible to modify the approach in the previous section,
using flat chains with coefficients in a finite group, to prove existence of a Brakke flow, starting
from a general surface cluster. For immiscible fluids in codimension one, a similar idea was
used in [20].

We consider an n-dimensional surface cluster M0 � RnCk as in the introduction, but
only requiring that there exists a closed setZ �M0 with Hn�1.Z/ D 0 such that all l-dimen-
sional faces, for l < n � 1, are contained in Z and away from Z the n-faces meet in threes
along their common .n � 1/-dimensional faces.
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Schulze and White, Mean curvature flow with triple edges 21

Remark 6.1. We note that the conditions on M0 allow for higher order junctions (con-
tained inZ) and that along the .n � 1/-dimensional edges the separate sheets do not necessarily
meet under equal angles.

We now consider the .k � 1/-st homology group

G D Hk�1.R
nCk
nM0;Z2/

and give every nonzero element in the group the norm 1. We note that G is finite since M0

consists of a finite union of n-manifolds. We aim to make M0 into an n-chain with coeffi-
cients in G. Since every element in G has order 2, we do not have to assign orientations, just
multiplicities. We do this as follows:

Consider a face M i
0 as above. Pick a point p 2M i

0 n àM
i
0 and for " > 0 sufficiently

small, consider the .k � 1/-sphere

C D ¹p C "v W jvj D 1 and v is normal to M i
0 at pº :

Let gi be the element in G corresponding to that sphere. That is the multiplicity we assign
to M i

0 . This makes M0 into an n-chain ŒM0� with multiplicities in G.
We have to check that ŒM0� is a cycle. It is easy to check that the sum of the multiplicities

of the faces at each .n � 1/-dimensional edge is 0. Thus àŒM0� is supported in Z. But an
.n � 1/-chain supported in a set with Hn�1-measure zero vanishes. Thus ŒM0� is a cycle.
Let N� be the Radon measure associated to ŒM0�, i.e.

N�.'/ D
X
i

Z
M i
0

'jgi j dHn

for any ' 2 C 0c .R
nCk/.

Theorem 6.2. Let M0 be as above and ŒM0� the corresponding flat chain with multi-
plicities in G as above. Then there exists a Y -regular n-dimensional Brakke flow ¹�tºt�0 such
that �0 D N�, with the following properties:

(i) If x0 2M i
0 n àM

i
0 for some i and jgi j D 1, then ¹�tºt�0 is a smooth unit density mean

curvature flow with triple edges in a space-time neighbourhood of .x0; 0/.

(ii) If x0 is on an .n � 1/-dimensional edge of M0, where in a neighbourhood of x0 three
sheetsM i1

0 ;M
i2
0 ;M

i3
0 meet along a common .n�1/-dimensional edge under equal angles

and jgi1 j D jgi2 j D jgi3 j D 1, then ¹�tºt>0 is a smooth unit density mean curvature flow
with triple edges in a space-time neighbourhood of .x0; 0/ and the initial cluster M0 is
locally attained in C 1.

Remark 6.3. If a face M i
0 is assigned zero multiplicity, it vanishes instantly under the

flow. As an example considerM0 � RnC1 consisting of two circles, with a line segment joining
them. Each circle gets assigned a nonzero multiplicity, but the segment gets multiplicity 0.
Therefore the segment vanishes instantly and we get two shrinking circles.

Proof. We have shown that ŒM0� is a cycle. The existence proof follows completely
analogously as in Section 5, but we work with flat chains with coefficients in G instead of flat
3-chains. For the existence of the minimisers P ", see again [20].
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22 Schulze and White, Mean curvature flow with triple edges

As in Lemma 5.2 it follows that the approximating flows ¹�"t ºt�0 are Y -regular for t > 0,
and thus ¹�tºt�0 is Y -regular for t > 0. The statements about the initial regularity of the flow
follows again from Proposition 5.3 and Corollary A.3.

7. Smooth short-time existence for non-regular initial networks

In this section we consider mean curvature flow with triple edges for curves in arbitrary
codimension. We call such a flow a network flow.

We call a network of curves N0 in R1Ck non-regular if it has the form

N0 D

N[
iD1

 i0;

where the  i0 are smooth, embedded curves, which are disjoint away from their endpoints. We
assume that they meet in triples at their endpoints, but we do not require that the exterior unit
normals add up to zero. Nevertheless, we still assume that at each triple point the exterior unit
normals are pairwise distinct, i.e. the angle between any two curves meeting at a triple point
is greater than zero. We call such a point a non-regular triple point. We aim to show that there
exists a smooth network flow, starting from such a closed non-regular initial network.

Lemma 7.1. Let N be a smooth self-similarly shrinking network flow in backwards
space-time R1Ck � .�1; 0/ with Gaussian density less than 2, at most one triple junction and
no closed loops. Then N is, up to a rotation, a static line, or a Y.

Proof. Since the Gaussian density of N is less than two, each branch i of N�1 has
multiplicity one and is embedded away from its endpoints. Each i is a smooth, embedded
curve, satisfying

Ek D �
x?

2
:

Since this is an ODE of second order, i is contained in a 2-dimensional plane through the ori-
gin and a member of the family of self-similarly shrinking solutions to curve shortening flow
in the plane, classified by Abresch–Langer [1]. Since N�1 contains no loops, i is diffeomor-
phic either to a line or a half-line. Since i is embedded, the classification of Abresch–Langer
implies that i is contained in a line through the origin. In the case that N has no triple junc-
tions, N�1 can only be a line through the origin. In the other case it can only be the union of
three half-lines, meeting at equal angles at the origin.

Theorem 7.2. Let N0 be a smooth, compact, non-regular network in R1Ck . Then there
exist a T > 0 and a smooth solution to the network flow .Nt /0<t<T such thatNt ! N0 in C 0.
The convergence is in C 1 in a neighbourhood of each initial, regular triple junction and in C1

away from all triple junctions. Furthermore, the norm of the curvature is O.t�1=2/.

Proof. To simplify notation, we assume thatN0 has only one non-regular triple junction
at the origin. The general case follows then easily by performing the following approximation
scheme simultaneously at each non-regular triple junction.
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First note that there exist r; �; " > 0 with the following properties:

(1) N0 \ Br.0/ consists of three curves, close to three half-lines, meeting at the origin.

(2) For all .x; t/ 2 Br.0/ � .0; �/ it holdsZ
N0

�x;t . � ; 0/ dH1
� 2 � ":

(3) For all .x; t/ 2 .B2r.0/ n Br.0// � .0; �/Z
N0

�x;t . � ; 0/ dH1
�
3

2
� ":

Here �x;t . � ; 0/ is the backwards heat kernel in the monotonicity formula, centred at .x; t/.
For a sequence si ! 0, 0 < si < r we modifyN0 in Bsi .0/ such that the three curves are

meeting at equal angles to obtain a regular initial network N i
0 . This can for example be done

by gluing in, at a sufficiently small scale, a self-expanding network coming out of the tangent
cone at 0 of N0. We can further assume that (1) and (2) continue to hold with " replaced by "

2

and that N i
0 ! N0 in C 0.

As in the proof of Theorem 1.2 there exist Y -regular flows Ni starting at N i
0 which are

smooth on 0 < t < Ti . Note first that the proof of Proposition 5.3 implies that there is T 0 > 0
such that Ni is smooth for 0 < t < T 0 outside ofBr.0/�.0; �/ for all i with curvature bounded
by C

t1=2
. Let T WD min¹�; T 0º. The monotonicity formula together with (1) and (2) implies:

(4) The Gaussian density ratios of Ni are bounded above by 2 � "
2

in Br.0/ � .0; T /.

(5) The Gaussian densities of Ni in the domain .B2r.0/ n Br.0// � .0; T / are less than 3
2

.
Thus no triple junctions can cross the annulus, and Ni has exactly one triple junction
in Br.0/ � .0;min¹Ti ; T º/.

We claim that N i is smooth in Br.0/ � .0; T / and has curvature bounded by C
t1=2

:
Assume that Ti < T . First note that [9, Lemma 8.5] directly generalises to arbitrary codimen-
sion. Since Ni only has one triple junction in Br.0/ � .0;min¹Ti ; T º/ and no closed loops, it
implies that any tangent flow at .x; Ti /, where x 2 Br.0/, is a smooth, self-similarly shrinking
network without closed loops and at most one triple junction. As Ni is Y -regular, Lemma 7.1
together with .4/ implies that Ni is smooth in a neighbourhood of .x; Ti /. Thus Ti � T .

One can similarly use Lemma 7.1 to check that the proof of [9, Theorem 8.8] directly
generalises to show that the curvature is also bounded by C

t1=2
in Br.0/ � .0; T /.

Extracting a subsequential limit as i !1, one obtains a Y -regular flow N which is
smooth for 0 < t < T such that Nt ! N0 as Radon measures. The convergence in C1 away
from the triple junctions and in C 1 in a neighbourhood of the regular triple junctions follows
as in the proof of Theorem 1.2. The convergence in C 0 at the non-regular triple point at the
origin follows from the approximation, since the bound on the curvature implies that the speed
of the triple junction is also bounded by C

t1=2
.

A. Initial regularity

We verify that any local solution to Brakke flow, which can be written as the graph of
a C 1-function and has smooth initial data, is actually locally smooth and attains its initial data
smoothly. We work again with parabolic C q;˛-spaces.
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24 Schulze and White, Mean curvature flow with triple edges

Theorem A.1. Let U WD B1.0/ � Rn and assume that u W U � Œ0; 1/! Rk is C 1;˛

and that graph.u/ defines a unit density Brakke flow. If u. � ; 0/ W U ! Rk is smooth, then
u W U � Œ0; b/! Rk is smooth.

Proof. Let the nonparametric equation for mean curvature flow be given by

àtu D Q.u;Du;Du2/:

We extend u to U � .�1; 1/ by setting

u.x; t/ D u.x; 0/C tQ.u.x; 0/;Du.x; 0/;D2u.x; 0//

for t < 0. Note that since u. � ; 0/ is smooth, u is smooth onU�.�1; 0� andC 1;˛ onU�.�1; 1/.
The graph of u. � ; t / does not anymore constitute a Brakke flow for t 2 .�1; 1/, but it does so
with transport term as follows: For x 2 RnCk write x D .x0; x00/ where x0 2 Rn; x00 2 Rk and
let f W U � .�1; 1/! Rk be defined by

f .x; t/ D Q.u.x0; 0/;Du.x0; 0/;D2u.x0; 0// �Q.u.x0; t /;Du.x0; t /;D2u.x0; t //

for t � 0 and f .x; t/ D 0 otherwise. Note that f is C 0;˛ on U � .�1; 1/. Then graph.u/ con-
stitutes a Brakke flow with transport term as considered in [18]. We can thus apply [18, Theo-
rem 6.3] (with g D 0) to see that u is C 2;˛ on U � .�1; 1/. Therefore u is C 2;˛ on U � Œ0; 1/.
Now by standard parabolic PDE theory, u is smooth on U � Œ0; 1/.

Remark A.2. The same proof shows that if the assumption u. � ; 0/ is smooth is relaxed
to u. � ; 0/ is in C q;˛ for q � 4, then u is C q;˛ on U � Œ0; 1/.

Corollary A.3. Let U WD B1.0/ � Rn and assume that

u W U � Œ0; 1/! Rk

is C 1.U � Œ0; 1// \ C1.U � .0; 1// and that graph.u/ defines a unit density Brakke flow. If
u. � ; 0/ W U ! Rk is smooth, then u W U � Œ0; b/! Rk is smooth.

Proof. To apply Theorem A.1, we need to show that u is C 1;˛ on U � Œ0; 1/. First note
that for higher codimension mean curvature flow, balls of radius R.t/ D .R0 � 2nt/ still act
as barriers. Thus we can adapt the final barrier argument in [5, Section 9.11] to show that
u 2 C 1;1.U � Œ0; 1//.

Remark A.4. It suffices to assume that u 2 C 1.U � Œ0; 1// since Brakke’s local reg-
ularity theorem [2] (or alternatively [18]) implies that u is smooth for t > 0. By the proof of
Proposition 5.3, this even extends to unit regular Brakke flows: the initial surface is attained
locally in C 1 and thus the higher initial regularity extends.
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